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Abstract (en)
[origin: CA2199129A1] Single-head razor devices (240) for shaving in two opposite directions witho ut lifting the razor's head (245) from the skin
to be shaved are provided. The razor head (241) may be constructed as a disposable cartridge if desired. Tw o pairs of narrow, razor blade strips
are positioned within each head, with on e pair of blades extending in one direction and the other extending in an opposite direction. The head
(241) remains engaged upon the skin for cutting hair in both directions, and may be rigidly or pivotally attached to the handle (242). Several different
constructions and classes of assembled bi- directional razor head structures are disclosed. The blades may be arranged in one or two working
planes.
[origin: CA2199129A1] Single-head razor devices (240) for shaving in two opposite directions without lifting the razor's head (245) from the skin to
be shaved are provided. The razor head (241) may be constructed as a disposable cartridge if desired. Two pairs of narrow, razor blade strips are
positioned within each head, with one pair of blades extending in one direction and the other extending in an opposite direction. The head (241)
remains engaged upon the skin for cutting hair in both directions, and may be rigidly or pivotally attached to the handle (242). Several different
constructions and classes of assembled bidirectional razor head structures are disclosed. The blades may be arranged in one or two working planes.
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